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Hungarian Billiard - One Hundred Twenties Game 

Supplies 

The game is played on a 105x210 carom table 

(inner size) without pockets. If you use different 

measures, make sure the proportion is 1:5 with 5 

mm concession. The line of impact is 37 mm far 

from the table’s surface (1 mm concession). The table’s distance from the floor is 750-800 

mm. The ball set contains 3 balls from the same size (diameter: 60.3-61.5 mm, weight: 190-

220 g) – red, white and yellow (instead of the yellow one you can use beige, white with a little 

circle or other outstanding colour as well.) The five pins are from same size and shape – the 

shape and the texture is traditional, colour: one red, four beige (they call it white). 

 

On the table there are 9 dots marked by chalk or marker, seven by the length and three 

crosswise, so there’s one dot at the intersection point – this is the centre. The outside points of 

the length are originally at the quarter points, but nowadays they are closer to the shorter side 

than the centre, these are the basic points, which are at the same distance from the third dot 

from the centre and the middle of the shorter side. Sidewise, next to the centre point, there are 

two other dots, those are the side points. They help to see the table’s shorter centre line. But 

originally there were pins placed here as well. The seven dots in the middle are placed by 

equal distances from one another at every case. They’re marked so as to leave just enough 

space for a ball. 
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Starter field 

The rectangle sided by the lines, running through the side points and the sides of the table 

length between the lines.  

Placing the pins and the balls to start 

The red pin has to be placed to the centre point, the white ones to the two points next to the 

centre point lengthwise. The red ball is placed onto one basic point, and the ball of the starter 

player (at the first game it’s the white) is placed to the starter field. At every game, the starter 

player’s responsibility to start with the appropriate ball. The opponent’s ball gets to the table 

only after the first shot, until then the referee holds it, while checking whether the player is 

shooting with the appropriate ball. If the balls are mixed, the referee warns the starter player, 

but the responsibility is the player’s. It’s a mistake if the starter player is not shooting with the 

right ball. Read forward to the third point at the “Validity of shooting” for the penalties. If 

the opponent’s ball is on the table during the first shot, then – if the opponent requires – it 

must be replayed. Note: the balls cannot go through the pins without tipping them, although at 

appropriate speed and direction, it’s possible to pass the balls between the pins. 

 

The goal of the game 

The game is played by two players or two pairs, they play in rotation. Both players have their 

own cue ball, the starter player with the white one, the other with the yellow one. Of course, 

in the further matches, the other player can start with his own yellow ball. You can score by 

stroking the pins or by carambolage (see later). In case of mistaking, the opponent scores. The 

game goes on until one player scores 120 points first – the last points must come from a valid, 

pin-stroking shot or the other player’s mistake.  From every player’s perspective the owned 

ball is the cue ball and the opponent’s ball is the target ball. 
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The start of the game 

Determining who goes first can be done by tempo shot, draw or by agreement. The starter 

player places the starter ball at any point of the starter field (not touching any pin), and shoots 

it in order to move the red ball directly or from the wall and strokes as many pins as possible. 

The game is considered started when the cue touches the starter player’s ball at the first shot. 

After the balls have stopped and the stroked pins has been replaced, the other player places his 

own ball at any point on the starter field but it cannot touch a pin or other balls. Then, he 

shoots it in order to click it with the other player’s ball. It is important that at both players’ 

first shot (or when they “holding the ball” – read it later) the players have to stand by the 

longer side’s outer line. In the next match the other player starts.  

The validation of the shot 

A shot can be considered valid, if the following conditions meet: 

1. At least one of the player’s feet has to touch the floor, and neither of the shoes can touch 

the table’s cloth. 

2. During the game you mustn’t touch, move or stroke the balls and the pins, just in case you 

want to replace or catch them. 

3. Only the cue can touch the pins and the cue ball (not other balls, e.g. it’s a mistake if the 

player is shooting with the other player’s ball), but only with the narrow side of the cue’s skin. 

4. You can only shoot when all the balls have stopped and the stroked pins have been 

replaced. 

5. During a shot the cue can touch the ball only once. Pushing the ball is forbidden. 

6. If the cue ball sticks to the red ball, you can only shoot it to the other direction. The cue ball 

mustn’t move it directly. 

7. Balls cannot pop out of the field.  

8. Pins can be stroked only by the target ball, the red ball or other pins (which hasn’t been 

touches by any other thing than cloth, balls or pins). The cue ball, cue and hands cannot stroke 

the pins, but it’s not a mistake, if they touch them.  

9. The cue ball has to touch the target ball directly or by touching a wall/walls before (or 

without) touching the red ball; it’s a mistake when the cue ball strokes a pin before touching 
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the target ball (it’s not a mistake if the cue ball touches a pin at any time); if the cue ball sticks 

to the target ball, then the cue ball has to move the target ball directly, or they have to meet 

again on the way back. 

10. In order to a target ball strokes a pin first, it has to touch a wall and/or the red ball and/or 

the cue ball has to touch the wall before touching the target ball. 

You have to stick to the rules to make a valid shot.  

It’s important to mention: 

- During the click of the right balls and before stroking the pins the balls can pop back 

from the walls any time.  

- It’s not a mistake, if any ball passes between two pins. 

- In order to the red ball strokes a pin it’s not necessary for any ball to touch a wall (of 

course, the red ball has to be moved properly). 

- The players’ shots have to be adjudged. The player’s responsibility to play by the 

rules, and to be fair. If one player’s shot is cannot be adjudged, then the other player 

scores.  

Play 

Shots are taken in rotation. After the balls have stopped and the pins have been replaced, 

the next player places his ball in the other player’s ball’s direction (directly or by touching 

the walls). The players’ aim is to score as many pins as possible or to carambolage with 

valid shot. Remember: only the opponent’s ball – target ball, red ball and another pin can 

stroke validly. If you play uneven matches, the loser of the game before the last game 

starts. Carambolage: when after the cue ball touches the target ball, either or both of them 

touches the red ball. Only one carambolage is valid within one shot.  

Ball holding 

If a player doesn’t play by 1-4. rules, the other player can shoot the ball “from hand”. This 

player can place the target ball to any free basic point and his own ball to any point of the 

starter field (it cannot touch a pin or a ball) and he can shoot from there. It’s important that 

at this shot the shooter player’s feet have to be placed inside of the longer side’s outer line 

of the table. 
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Popping out balls 

(The balls’ names have to be understood from the perspective of the player who pops the 

ball.) 

A ball is considered “popped out” when it falls out of the game field or it touches the 

frame of the table which is not covered with cloth. In case of popping out of the cue ball 

and/or the target ball, the cue ball has to be placed to a free basic point, if both are free, 

then the next player can decide, which one. After that, the next player can shoot by “ball 

holding”. In case the red ball pops out too, it has to be placed on the other basic point. In 

every case like the last one, you have to act in a similar way. 

Stroking and replacing pins 

Remember: Only the opponent’s ball, the red ball or a correctly stroked other pin can 

stroke a pin properly.  

The pin can be considered stroked, if:  

- It lies on the cloth 

- It relies on another pin, a wall or a ball and otherwise it would fall over. 

- If it has fallen over but during a drift it stands up. 

A pin cannot be considered stroked: 

- If it’s only has tipped but not stroked.  

- If a ball has touched but hasn’t stroked it 

- It has been moved from its place but it stands still. 

The stroked pins can only be replaced by the referee or the player who has just finished his 

shot, but only when all the balls and pins has stopped and before the next shot. It’s important 

that only the pin which were considered stroked can be replaced, so if they’re just moved or 

relied, they stay there. In case the stroked pins’ places are taken, they have to be placed to a 

temporary place between the points of the two outer white pins and they stay there until their 

original places are free again. These are the possibilities: 

- If the outer white pin’s place is taken, you have place it between the other side’s white 

ones. 
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- If the inner white pin’s place is taken, you have to place it between the other side inner 

white and the red one. 

- If the red pin’s place is taken, you have to place it between the white ones opposite the 

red ball. 

- If two pins’ places are taken and there are three other pins standing one another, then 

they have to be put between them. 

- If two pins’ places are taken and there aren’t three pins standing next to one another, 

but there two standing next to each other, then they must be put between these two 

(the red one has be placed near the centre of the table). 

- If the two inner whites’ places are taken, they have to be put onto the two sides of the 

red one, where there’s space. 

- If three pins’ places are taken, they have to be put between two pins standing next to 

each other, if it’s possible (the red one to the middle), if it’s not possible or four pins’ 

places are taken, then they can be placed anywhere - according to the next player’s 

decision – between the points of the outer pins’ places. 

 

It is important to mention: 

- The pins, if their places are free, have to be placed accurately, and if they’re placed 

onto temporary places, the centre of their feet has to be placed to the length. 

- The pin placed onto a temporary place cannot touch a ball and if there are enough 

space it cannot touch another pin either.  

- If any of the players requires to specify the placing of the pins, it has to be fulfilled. 

- If a stroked pin’s place is taken, and it should be placed between two pins, one of 

which has been pushed, then their original places have to be taken into consideration, 

when placing the stroked pin into its temporary place. 
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- If a stroked pin cannot be replaced without moving a ball or a relied but not stroked 

pin, then it has to be left there until this situation stays. Of course, it doesn’t score. 

(Note: if the lying pin is stuck between a ball and a stroked pin, you have to take them 

gently and replace them to their original places.) 

Note: If a player replaces the pins instead of the referee and accidentally strokes some other 

pins, it’s not a mistake, but it is, if he moves a ball. In that case, the other player can shoot by 

“ball holding” (no penalty points). 

Scoring 

Only a valid shot scores, an invalid shot scores for the other player.  

Points for the shooting player’s valid shots are the 

following: 

- Each outer white pin is worth 2 points. 

- Each inner white pin is worth 3 points. 

- The red pin is worth 5 points. 

- Carambolage worth 4 points. 

If a pin is not standing on its original place, then it has to be 

considered: the red one is always worth 5 points, in case of the white 

ones’ it has to be considered by their original places, if it’s not 

obvious, the ones closer to the centre are worth 3 points, the further 

ones are worth 2 points, according to the situation. 

The score coming from the other player’s mistake has two elements: the penalty point after 

the mistake plus the stroked pins’ and the carambolage’s scores. 

Important: 

Carambolage is only counts when it meets the definition mentioned in the “Play” part. 

Besides if the cue ball has touched the target ball before the mistake, then the carambolage’s 

score is 4 points, otherwise only 2 points. 

For calculating the penalty points, you have to add two partial points: 

- Twice of the popped out ball’s numbers ( 2 points by ball) 

- Furthermore after any other mistakes the scores mentioned below have to be 

considered (in case of more other mistakes, the one with the higher points) 
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Other penalty points: 

- If the ball hits the red ball first: 7 points 

- If the cue ball hits the target ball and then strokes a pin: 0 points 

- Any other mistakes: 5 points 

The end of the game 

The game ends when one player scores 120 points before the other player and the points 

deriving from the last shot, have to come from a pin-stroking valid shot or the other player’s 

mistake. If a player scores 120 points, but at the last shot he achieved only one carambolage, 

he hasn’t won the game yet- the game goes on until both conditions are completed. 

 


